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Abstract: 
The gateways to discovery of the Open Electronic Resources at the Library of Congress 

are through the Online Public Assess Catalog (OPAC) https://catalog.loc.gov  for the Library’s 
digital collections that are not rights restricted and the Electronic Resource Online Catalog 
(EROC) https://eresources.loc.gov for electronic resources from external digitized collections. 
Recommending librarians select the Library’s collections for digitization and e-databases, e-
books, and e-journals from external sources using criteria such as research value, ease of 
searching and “free access” to the resources, but other electronic resources are selected that 
must be used onsite only.  Navigating the Library’s digital collections is explored with tips on 
using the metadata in the online display for retrieval and downloading freely accessible 
resources.  Also, the subject as well as area studies categorization schemes are highlighted for 
best practices to deliver the maximum access to digital content on specific topics.  

 
Thousands of electronic books, periodicals and newspapers that are rights restricted 

have been ingested into a platform called Stacks that is accessible only in certain research 
centers.  Ways of discovering the holdings of the journals and newspaper content in Stacks is 
explored using the OPAC holdings records.  

 
The new Emerging Nations Article Exchange Program is highlighted with access to free 

scanned articles from the Library’s books and periodicals for qualifying countries.  
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Free or not free? That is the Question: Discovery and access is the answer! 
 

Introduction 
   

The Library of Congress has amassed a wealth of freely accessible open educational 
electronic resources recommended over the years by subject specialist reference librarians. 
Metadata librarians have provided access to them in the Online Public Assess Catalog (OPAC 
https://catalog.loc.gov) for its own digitized collections and the Electronic Resource Online 
Catalog (EROC) https://eresources.loc.gov for electronic resources from external digital 
collections on these public facing websites. These electronic resources cover a wide range of 
languages, cultural and regional studies, and academic subject disciplines, but are not well 
known outside the Library. Also, in the EROC freely accessible electronic resources are mixed 
in with paid subscription resources that must be used onsite only.   The purpose of this paper 
is to raise awareness of these electronic resources and determine which ones are freely 
accessible and how to help researchers locate the best free sources for their research.  

 
Locating, Evaluating and Recommending e-Resources: 
 
The Library of Congress is comprised of 20 research centers that house special material 

formats such as books, periodicals, photographs, maps, newspapers, journals, moving images 
etc., and are staffed by reference librarians with specializations across a full spectrum of 
academic subject disciplines and language expertise. These reference librarians are 
recommending officers who are selected for this role based on their knowledge and expertise 
in the field they are assigned.  Recommending officers recommend all materials that are within 
the diverse and inclusive scope of the Library's Collections Policy Statements 
(https://www.loc.gov/acq/devpol/cps.html), and that are needed for the Library's collections, 
both analog and digital.  

 
Digitizing Library of Congress Analog Collections 
 
Reference librarians recommend the Library of Congress analog materials for 

digitization that are rare, unique, endangered, fragile, and in the public domain for digitization.  
Each item must be cataloged using metadata for the digital display and given a permalink in 
the Online Public Access Catalog (OPAC https://catalog.loc.gov ) to the digital surrogate for 
discovery and access.    

 

https://catalog.loc.gov/
https://eresources.loc.gov/
https://www.loc.gov/acq/devpol/cps.html
https://catalog.loc.gov/
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These digital collections (https://www.loc.gov/collections)  include manuscripts, books, 

photos, maps, recordings, videos etc. and can be discovered using the drop-down menu and 
selecting the format then entering terms in the search box.    

 

 
 
Sample freely accessible map https://www.loc.gov/item/2021668587/ 
 

https://www.loc.gov/collections
https://www.loc.gov/item/2021668587/
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Metadata on the display page 
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OPAC Catalog Record with metadata for the display page and link to the digital 
surrogate. 

 

 
 
 
e-Resources from External Sources. 
 

 
The Electronic Online Resources Catalog https://eresources.loc.gov is comprised of:  
 

• Databases- provide information from catalogs, as well as indexing and abstracting 
services, and contain bibliographic records, abstracts, full-text documents, images, 
statistics, etc. These are primarily licensed databases that limit access to registered users 
on-site and library staff. However, included are many free access databases of great 
value to external researchers. 

• E-Journals-provides access to electronic versions of print journals, or journal-like 
electronic publications. E-journal records are provided in standard bibliographic format 
and contain links to the digital surrogates. 

• E-Books-offers a selection of electronic versions of print books. The Library of 
Congress offers access to electronic books through the Library’s database 
subscriptions, as well as to free e-books cataloged in the Library’s Online Catalog. E-
Book records are provided in standard bibliographic format. 

https://eresources.loc.gov/
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• Web Sites-are a selection of freely accessible web resources recommended by the 
Library’s reference staff. Web site records are provided in standard bibliographic 
format with links to the website. Some websites may be removed or changed to a 
different URL resulting in lack of access.   

 
Recommending E-Resources for the Electronic Resource Online Catalog (EROC) 
 
Recommending librarians may view vendor demonstrations and ask acquisitions 

librarians for a free trial. These trial databases are accessed from the Trial Databases box.

  
 
Once the vendor provides access to the free trial, the recommending librarians evaluate 

the database using the online evaluation form. Criteria include: frequency of use, search 
capabilities, quality of content, printing and saving options, and helpfulness for research. Once 
the trial is over the recommending librarian can request that the acquisitions librarians negotiate 
the price and acquire the database within budget allotments.  

 

 
 
Organizing e-Resources by Subjects and Area Studies 
 
Once the e-Resource is acquired, metadata is supplied in the EROC and the links are 

added to the subject and area studies categories to aid in discovery.  Databases can also be 
searched by title or browsed alphabetically.   
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Free or Not Free-onsite only 
 
The e-Resources records are listed with a title hyperlink to the database, a description, 

coverage and a box to identify the contents.  Also, in the right corner is a box indicating if the 
database is Free Access or On-Site Only.  If the database has free access, anyone outside the 
Library of Congress can directly access the contents and use the resource.  If the resource 
indicates On-Site Only, the researcher must register and come to one of the 20 researcher 
centers in the Library of Congress and use the EROC at a designated reading room workstation.   
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Contents of Resource 
 
The Contents of Resource box is linked to a comprehensive list of subjects, access 

provisions and link to the database. 

 
 

 
Access to Rights Restricted Digital Materials  
 
The Library of Congress has digitized newspapers and journals that are rights restricted 

and also acquired e-books in PDF format from publishers under Copyright deposits.  Stacks is 
the primary system for onsite-only access to rights restricted digital materials in the permanent 
collections in contrast to public domain and unrestricted content that is widely available on the 
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pubic digital collection website or the subscription and licensed content that is available in the 
EROC.     

 

  
 
Researchers can identify titles in stacks via the Library of Congress OPAC 
https://catalog.loc.gov and determine a date range of newspaper holdings.  For example, after 
searching the title “Mujahid” from Afghanistan, the researcher is presented with a screen 
indicating the title is in stacks and given the URL to the content.  

 

 
 
When an offsite researcher clicks on the link in catalog to one of these restricted access 

titles, they will be presented with Rights-Restricted Content screen and given the list of reading 
rooms with designated workstations that have access to Stacks and then researchers can only 
print selected pages, not download and save content. 

 

https://catalog.loc.gov/
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Using Google Translate.  
 
Use Google Translate to enter the URLs below and select the language needed to translate 

from English, for example Turkish. 
https://translate.google.com   

 
 
The EROC is translated into Turkish. 

 

https://translate.google.com/
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Overview of the Emerging Nations Article Exchange Program 
 

      The purpose of this program is to provide free access to articles from the Library of 
Congress collection via interlibrary loan for which the Loan and Reader Registration Section 
would normally charge libraries outside the USA, a fee of $16 dollars. The Interlibrary Loan 
Office noticed that the majority of the international requests came from Europe with a few from 
the East Pacific, especially Australia. There seemed to be a disparity in ILL requests due to 
financial reasons.   

 

 
Library of Congress, Loan & Reader Registration Section 

 
For this pilot program, libraries from emerging nations with a GDP-PPP of less than 

$31,000 according to Global Finance Magazine will be able to request articles from periodicals 
and books. Articles can be from the Library’s electronic and print sources, as well as book 
chapters. The Library can scan up to 25 exposures which translates into around 50 pages for a 
regular size book or 25 pages for an oversized book. However, this program does not include 
loans of books or other items. Nations are chosen based on their economic status. At the 
moment there are 35 libraries from 20 countries that have signed up for this program using an 
online form.  Contact ill@loc.gov for information.  

 
Conclusion 
 
Reference Librarians across the research centers in the Library of Congress have 

recommended major collections within the Library that are in the public domain for digitization 
as well as e-resources that are freely accessible from outside sources. E-resource librarians 
have provided rich metadata to enhance discovery and access. Yet many in the research 
communities are unaware these electronic resources exist. The ongoing challenge is to raise 
awareness of these freely accessible e-resources with anyone who has Internet access and to 
provide them strategies to undercover hidden gems, as well as how to overcome barriers to 
access for rights restricted content.   

https://www.gfmag.com/global-data/economic-data/worlds-richest-and-poorest-countries
mailto:ill@loc.gov
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